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Afamily crisis, a
resistancebrolcen and
avaccineprydry
It would be easy to dismiss the fallout between the royal
family and the Duke and Duchess of Susôex as nothing
morethan asoap opera. But the royal family remains
* despite its frequent crises and dramas - at the centre
ofBritain's idea ofitself. The accusations by Meghan
and Harry of racism and mistreâtment have ignited a

global debate and shone a light on the reality ofhow
multicultural modern Britain really is. As the fallout
from the Sussexes' incendiary interview continues, Zoe

Williams asks how anyone can stand to be part of the royal
circus, while historian David Olusoga wonders why the UK
found it so hard to live up to an image of multiculturalism.
Finally, Aamna Mohdin talks to black British women about
what the treatment of Meghan by the press and the royals
means to them. The big story Page 10 )

Meanwhile in Hong Kong, the last vestiges of resistance
against Beijing control have been slowly defeated. Last
week saw many of the pro-democracy politicians and

activists who were rounded up at the end ofFebruary
charged and facing lengthy jail terms. It marks the
culmination of the crackdown against the protests that
began in zorg with the introduction of abill that would
allow extradition to the mainland and signals an end to
democracy in the city. SpotlightPage t5 )

Finally, business reporter Julia Kollewe looks at the
various Covid-tg vaccines that havebeen approved
around the world. Some, such as the Oxford/AstraZeneca
jab, are being sold at cost, but others are going to make

their creators billions. Who is going to see the biggest
payday? SpotlightPage zz )

An important note to Weekly subscribers
in Europe
Please note, delivery to our subscribers in

Europe shou[d be expected within one fu[[ week

of publ.ication date, which is Friday. This follows
significant changes to our detivery process

caused by the Covid{9 pandemic and, more.

recently, the Ul( forma[[y leaving the EU. We

apologise for any inconvenience.
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